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for Speech Transmission over
the Internet: Algorithms and
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Sophisticated applications of Internet multimedia conferencing will become increas-
ingly important only if their users will perceive the quality of the communications as
sufficiently good. The result of extensive experiments has shown that audio is frequently
perceived as one of the most important components of multimedia communications.
Unfortunately, the actual architecture of the Internet is not a good environment for real-time
audio communications, since very high transmission delay and transmission delay variance
(known as jitter) may be experienced that impair human conversations. Hence, in the absence
of network support to provide guarantees of quality to users of Internet voice software, an
alternative to coping with problems caused by delay and delay jitter is to use adaptive control
mechanisms. These mechanisms are based on the idea of using a voice reconstruction buffer
at the receiver in order to add artificial delay to the audio stream to smooth out the jitter. In
this chapter, we describe three different control mechanisms that are able to dynamically
adapt the audio application to the network conditions so as to minimize the impact of delay
jitter (and packet loss). We also present a set of performance results we have gathered from
an extensive experimentation with an Internet audio tool we have designed and developed
in order to conduct voice-based audio conversations over the Internet.
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INTRODUCTION
The value of integrating real-time and traditional data services onto a common network

is well known. Telecommunication companies have proposed ATM as a standard for
upgrading the Internet to provide both real-time and data services. In contrast, it has been
empirically demonstrated that real-time multimedia services may be added to traditional IP
networks that were originally designed for data transmission only. However, since the IP
community has not considered the provision of Quality of Service guarantees with the same
intensity as the ATM community, the current Internet service model offers a flat, classless,
best-effort service to its users. This is not a good environment for real-time audio transmis-
sions since the delay between the arrival of subsequent packets becomes dependent on the
traffic condition of the network. It is a common experience that very high packet delay and
packet delay variance (known as jitter) may be experienced over many congested Internet
links. As a consequence, audio packet loss percentages, due to the effective loss and damage
of packets as well as belated arrivals, may be very large. Unfortunately, user studies
demonstrate that, among the many possible metrics that influence the user perception of
audio, probably the most important factors that disrupt the user perception of audio are
represented by the packet audio playout delay and the packet loss rate.

With the term playout delay, we refer to the total amount of time that is experienced
by the audio packets of a given talkspurt from the instant they are generated at the source and
the instant they are played out at the destination. Summarizing, such a playout delay consists
of: i) the collection time needed for the transmitter to collect audio samples and to prepare
them for transmission, ii) the transmission time needed for the transmission of audio packets
from the source to the destination over the underlying transport network, and finally iii) the
buffering time, that is the amount of time that a packet spends queued in the destination buffer
before it is played out. Thus, in the absence of network support to provide guarantees of
quality to users of Internet voice software, an interesting alternative to coping with problems
caused by jitter and high packet loss is to use adaptive control mechanisms. Typically, these
mechanisms are based on the idea to use a voice reconstruction buffer at the receiver in order
to add artificial delay to the audio stream to smooth out the jitter. Clearly, the longer the
scheduled playout delay, the more likely it is that an audio packet will arrive at the destination
before its scheduled playout deadline has expired. However, too long playout delays can
significantly impair human interactive conversations.

In this chapter, we will describe the most characterizing features of a number of those
control mechanisms that try to dynamically adapt the audio application to the network
conditions so as to minimize the impact of delay jitter and packet loss. We will report, also,
on a set of performance results we have gathered from an extensive experimentation with an
Internet audio tool we have designed and developed in order to conduct unicast, voice-based
audio conversations over the Internet.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we present
a brief overview on digital audio coding techniques that aims at describing the state of the
art of the audio compression methods for human conversational speech. In the third section,
three important algorithms are detailed that are typically used for transmitting human speech
over the Internet. In the fourth section, performance figures derived from several experi-
ments are discussed that illustrate the adequacy of those mechanisms in transmitting speech
across the Internet. Finally, the conclusions complete the chapter in the last section.
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